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earth.
Yours is the ;r test ;ove 7_nmont upon gyn. It gives to the government
sufficient po 7rer "or it n:;eds and yet reserves to the individual citizen
freedom end liberty. ..is is a sensible division of powers that inai res the
people they will never become slaves of governmen_ t. You lawyers understand
better than the average layman what "liberty and freedom" really mean. You
should improve your information and extend it. You should be in a position to
carry exact information of their importance to the people who are not in a
position to seriously consider their import. IIsinformation is being broad-
cast by designing. peo ple to inveigle votes to their support; :hat combatting
influence is there to such a condition? 'hat do false statements inveigh to
the average citizen in respect to government? If informed the people will work
then.selves out of any confusion that overtakes government. some one or something
must be fount; to inform them. Do you realize that the spoken Frord of today is as
important as at any time in the history man? Differences of opinion are to be
expected but there :-could be less call for differences of opinion if all facts
concerning the subject were known.

Constitutional republics depend upon a considerate cooperation of the
-people. Withoutn intelligent vote, a vote of judgment, a republic such as
ours cannot endure. Every well informed end thinking citizen should combat the
broadcast of communism and kindred theories by voicing a protest to the people.
by honestly informing them that the privileges and immunities they now enjoy are
but the protection of a benevolent constitution-- a thoughtfulness of the fore-
fathers. Experience had tee^ught them what they desired to avoid in government they..
wrote those preventive measures into the fundamental law of the land in order to°
keep government in its proper place and protect individual freedom. How many of
your laymen friends understand this? They have so complacently enjoyed the free..,
don that came to themas a heritage from the blood of the revolutionary fathers
that they consider those privileges peculiar to every government. Russia points

warning bWbmM they are not informed about Russia. There no man is allowed
to own property, eat a meal or other food without a ticket from the government;
children are taught to dispise God; homes and business places are searched with^ ►w'
question at the whim of governmental agents; habaes corpus is not known; parents
arenot allowed to raise their own children; the profit system has been extinguish-
ed; they rail against capitalism but practice it by government; individual liberty
and freedom is unknown and people are SLAVES of the state. Our people do not want
that condition but by indifference and misinformation they may have it fastened
upon them before they are aware of its import. Individual liberty will not be
attacked open#.– the constitutional guarantees will not thus be attacked, but by
a roundabout, devious means will such rights be attacked, lawyers should be
dilligent to scrutinize each and every measure proffered in these times to see
if by construction or effect liberty is menaced. Such measures are based upon
an apparent need of the present– if, by eliminating that need or by granting
an apparent aid, the future liberty and freedom of the people be threatened, then
that :Measure should receive opposition at your hands. In the name of the starving,
liberty will be stolen away from our children. Liberty means life, successful life.
You should guard that heritage for your children, if there be a doubt resolve it
in favor of freedom.

It may be admitted that despotic governments are the most efficient. They can
announce a policy today and take it back tomorrow if it turns out bad without thel
annoyance of cumbersome legislative machinery. But under that form of government il
liberty ofthe indivival must be surrendered. Lhe people can gain that kind of
government by amendments to the constitution br by indifference or by ignorance
of their own rights. Naturally if a despotism be just it is freedom to obey its
commands. BUT TflO IS GOING TO PICK THE JUST DESPOT?
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This country is becoming more end raore inhabited by paranoiacs. Webster
defines a paranoiac as one who is systematically characterized by a gradual
impairment of the mental or intellect- systematized delusion, and usually
by delusions of persecution. A crank.

Such persons are those who have been made exempt from work- have had no
useful occupation to employ their minds. He has been petted, indulged and over
indulged, waited upon and codddled • He has beeome weakened in both body and
mind until he is unfit to mix with the rugged people engaged in the strife for
existence. He is handicapped by his own ego, considers himself as one who should
be sustained at some other person's expense. These sadly misguided people are
the product of the home and more and more today, of the government. It is a
dangerous condition to contemplate.

Nature intended that we should be poor- that we should earn our bread every
day; and the Bible adn.onishes us " that in the sweat of our face shall we eat
bread". The old theory that the child should work for his parents until he was
of age was more practical than an increasing present day theory that the parents
should work for the child. By work he is strengthened, by idleness,debased.
It is difficult to remake one of these indulged children into a worthwhile
citizen. A worthwhile citizen is one who lives in moderate circumstences and
according to his producing, power and does not envy some one else who has made
more headway toward the desired things of life tharlhe. If there were but one
family on the face of the earth they would, of necessity, be self sufficient.
'`!hat right has any one, therefore, to think that other citizens of this world
owes him more than he can produce for himself? The worthwhile citizen is he
who diligently looks after his own affairs. He doesnot spend money until he has
earned it; who pays his way and rho realizes that nothing is every given to him
for NOTE ING; and who respects other people's property and property rights. The
reverse of this is your paranoiac, the self delusioned persecuted. He does not
realize that it is because of his own shortcomings that he is at the foot of the
class- he thinks the teacher is partial to the others. He resents others who mak
headway in their classes and to satisfy his own ego he makes believe that he is
mistreated and the others helped. At the beginning he oes not believe it but
wants it to be the truth, but at the end he actually does believe it and has
become a. radical. His mentality has gradually become impaired.

To tax some to maintain others in idleness is but an encouragement to the
potential paranoiacs of the land„ It is giving them a push down the line of
delusion. A pathway they cannot and willnot retreat upon. The old time family
of the farm was large end as result none of the children received undue
attention. From the farms of those days came all the managers of big business
of this country and the child in the well to do home, petted and pampered
at the end found himself working for this country son. He resented the fact
that he, the one who had had all the advantages of home and school, must slave
for that country individual. He proclaimed the "unfair competition" theory.
He was growing paranoiac. He was being persecuted. l ie govemnment was unfair.
nployers were unfair - T-IEE WORLD 7S UI AIR. He had refused to take advantage
of the "equal oppertunities" this nation afforded and his ego prompted sigh
delusions.

He had been taught to expect boquets and compliments, gifts of money without
work, recognition without ability, and a career provided for him. The world
would c isallusion him,but he cannot change his "spots a'' The best c _}unter 
irritant for the childish or grown up " paranoiac" is work. There __°e no opper• t
tunitic s a a_parent to the unthinking nd she un u: orking of today, there were none.-
for tiL.t class y-sterday- but the thinking and the working found them and
c1 ^-.,1.te +hen yesterday and the setae clasp g ill do so to-guy.
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